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Paediatric oncology has made remarkable progress over the years. In the late 1960s the overall survival rate of childhood cancer was ca 25%. This current rate is around 80%. Treatment is usually a combination of surgery, chemotherapy and radiotherapy. Approximately 100 children receive radiotherapy as part of their treatment in Sweden each year. Paediatric treatment is given at six of fifteen radiotherapy centres.

The main objective of the work presented in this thesis was to identify areas to improve and optimize paediatric radiotherapy from a treatment planning perspective in a national setting and specifically to:

- Develop national videoconferences for paediatric radiotherapy for discussion of new cases, collaboration in new settings and maintaining/raising the competence level in paediatric radiotherapy.
- Assess inter-observer variations in target delineation and its impact on tumour and normal tissues doses.
- Assess the potential gain for a paediatric cohort when changing the treatment modality from photons to protons.

Study I describes the initialisation of the national videoconferences for paediatric radiotherapy. Today they are running bi-weekly in clinical routines. The majority of paediatric patients for radiotherapy in Sweden are seen at these conferences.

Studies II and III are inter-observer studies on delineation of target volumes and organs at risk. A package containing anonymised patient data for structure segmentation and treatment planning was sent to the participating centres. Returned data were analysed with respect to target volumes and radiation doses to both target volumes and organs at risk. In study II we found considerable variations in target delineations for the four cases sent out. Structure volumes were calculated and the concordance between the participating centres’ delineations were assessed using a concordance index, Cigen. The doses to the organs at risk varied considerably as a result of these differences in target volumes. In study III we also found large variations in target segmentation. To further visualise the variation in target delineation we used a mathematically derived consensus volume. The volume was derived in the software package CERR using the STAPLE algorithm. We applied the dose distributions created by each centre to both the original target volumes and the consensus volume. Deriving DVHs in absolute volume for the delineated target volume as well as for the consensus volume adds information on both “compliant” target volumes as well as outliers which are not readily seen when reporting concordance indices only.

In study IV a comparison between radiotherapy with photons and protons was investigated. The physical properties of protons can lead to reduced dose to normal tissue compared to photons. It was found, that a majority of patients could benefit from proton treatment. Treatment plan comparisons are often needed to aid in the decision.

The studies show that collaboration between centres is beneficial for paediatric radiotherapy. More efforts are needed to assure better uniformity when it comes to target delineation. Workshops and dummy runs on new protocols are useful tools. Radiotherapy with protons will play an increasingly important role in paediatric radiotherapy.
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### Abbreviations

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Abbreviation</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>3DCRT</td>
<td>Three-dimensional conformal radiotherapy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>COM</td>
<td>Centre of mass</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CT</td>
<td>Computed tomography</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HI</td>
<td>Homogeneity index ($D_{2%}-D_{98%}/D_{50%}$)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ICRU</td>
<td>International Commission on Radiation Units and Measurements</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IMRT</td>
<td>Intensity-modulated radiotherapy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IPPARCA</td>
<td>International Project on Prospective Analysis of Radiotoxicity in Childhood and Adolescence</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MLC</td>
<td>Multi-leaf collimator</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MRI</td>
<td>Magnetic resonance imaging</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OAR</td>
<td>Organ at risk</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PACS</td>
<td>Picture Archiving and Communication System (the digital x-ray archive)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PET</td>
<td>Positron emission tomography</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RiSK</td>
<td>Registry of the Evaluation of Side Effects after Radiotherapy in Childhood and Adolescence</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RADTOX</td>
<td>Radiation toxicity registry</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RBE</td>
<td>Relative biological effectiveness</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RT</td>
<td>Radiotherapy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SALUB</td>
<td>Swedish workgroup for long time follow-up after paediatric cancer (Svenska arbetsgruppen för långtidsuppföljning efter barncancer)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SSM</td>
<td>Swedish Radiation Safety Authority (Strålsäkerhetsmyndigheten)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SvBRG</td>
<td>Swedish Workgroup for Paediatric Radiotherapy (Svenska barnradioterapigruppen)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TPS</td>
<td>Treatment Planning System</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VMAT</td>
<td>Volumetric Modulated Arc Therapy</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Abstract

Paediatric oncology has made remarkable progress over the years. In the late 1960s the overall survival rate of childhood cancer was ca 25%. This current rate is around 80%. Treatment is usually a combination of surgery, chemotherapy and radiotherapy. Approximately 100 children receive radiotherapy as part of their treatment in Sweden each year. Paediatric treatment is given at six of fifteen radiotherapy centres.

The main objective of the work presented in this thesis was to identify areas to improve and optimize paediatric radiotherapy from a treatment planning perspective in a national setting and specifically to:

- Develop national videoconferences for paediatric radiotherapy for discussion of new cases, collaboration in new settings and maintaining/raising the competence level in paediatric radiotherapy.
- Assess inter-observer variations in target delineation and its impact on tumour and normal tissues.
- Assess the potential gain for a paediatric cohort when changing the treatment modality from photons to protons.

Study I describes the initialisation of the national videoconferences for paediatric radiotherapy. Today they are running bi-weekly in clinical routines. The majority of paediatric patients for radiotherapy in Sweden are seen at these conferences.

Studies II and III are inter-observer studies on delineation of target volumes and organs at risk. A package containing anonymised patient data for structure segmentation and treatment planning was sent to the participating centres. Returned data were analysed with respect to target volumes and radiation doses to both target volumes and organs at risk. In study II we found considerable variations in target delineations for the four cases sent out. Structure volumes were calculated and the concordance between the participating centres’ delineations were assessed using a concordance index; $CI_{gen}$. The doses to the organs at risk varied considerably as a result of these differences in target volumes. In study III we also found large variations in target segmentation. To further visualise the variation in target delineation we used a mathematically derived consensus volume. The volume was derived in the software package CERR using the STAPLE algorithm. We applied the dose distributions created by each centre to both the original target volumes and the consensus volume. Deriving DVHs in absolute volume for the delineated target volume as well as for the consensus volume adds information on both “compliant” target volumes as well as outliers which are not readily seen when reporting concordance indices only.
In study IV a comparison between radiotherapy with photons and protons was investigated. The physical properties of protons can lead to reduced dose to normal tissue compared to photons. It was found, that a majority of patients could benefit from proton treatment. Treatment plan comparisons are often needed to aid in the decision.

The studies show that collaboration between centres is beneficial for paediatric radiotherapy. More efforts are needed to assure better uniformity when it comes to target delineation. Workshops and dummy runs on new protocols are useful tools. Radiotherapy with protons will play an increasingly important role in paediatric radiotherapy.
1. Introduction

Paediatric cancer

Approximately 300 children and adolescents (under the age of 18) are diagnosed annually with cancer in Sweden (population of 10 million in 2017) [1]. Paediatric oncology has made remarkable progress in the last 50 years. In the late 1960s the overall survival rate of most childhood cancers was ca 25%. Today this figure is around 80% (figure 1.1).

Figure 1.1. Five-year overall survival rates from childhood cancers in Sweden by selected diagnostic groups (Childhood Cancer Epidemiology Group, Karolinska Institute, Stockholm, printed with permission from Göran Gustavsson). ALL – acute lymphatic leukaemia, NHL – Non-Hodgkin’s lymphoma, CNS – central nervous system, AML – acute myeloid lymphoma.
Childhood cancer includes a variety of diagnoses (Figure 1.2). About 70% of the diagnoses are leukaemia, lymphomas and brain tumours. Each of the remaining 30% of diagnoses have low incidence. Each case demands different specifications of treatment and care. The Swedish data presented here [1] correlates well with other published international data [2]. Many of the children will receive a combination of surgery, chemotherapy and radiotherapy. For some diagnoses (e.g. leukaemia), chemotherapy will be the first and only choice of treatment, while others will receive all three modalities. Approximately 100 children receive radiotherapy as part of their treatment in Sweden each year.

![Figure 1.2. Distribution of childhood malignancies in Sweden diagnosed 1984-2010 < 15 years of age at diagnosis (n= 7 065)](image)

Figure 1.2. Distribution of childhood malignancies in Sweden. Note: children below 15 years of age (Childhood Cancer Epidemiology Group, Karolinska Institute, Stockholm, printed with permission from Göran Gustavsson).
Paediatric radiotherapy - the process

Paediatric radiotherapy has followed the progress made in general radiotherapy. All patients undergo a dedicated computed tomography (CT) examination for radiotherapy. This is necessary in order to obtain a correct volumetric representation of the patient. This means that the patient has to be placed in treatment position, a position that can be accurately recreated during all treatment fractions. To help the patient maintain the same position throughout the entire treatment series, an immobilisation device is often created. This can be, for example, a thermoplastic mask [3]. The CT is used for treatment planning, to give a correct basis for the anatomy (target and organs at risk (OAR) delineation) and for dose calculation. For young children it can be difficult to keep the same position, and many of these patients therefore have to be sedated or anesthetised (figure 1.3). Older children might manage with some distraction from the treatment process, e.g. by watching a movie or listening to a book. It takes experienced nurses to work with children, to keep them calm and cooperative.

Figure 1.3. Radiotherapy of a young boy (5 years of age) with Hodgkin’s disease treated under anaesthesia. Photograph by Ingrid Kristensen, printed with the permission of the child, his parents and the staff.
The CT study used today for geometry representation and for dose calculation purposes may soon be replaced with magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) examinations, thereby discarding the uncertainties in CT-MR image registration and also reducing the radiation to the child during the preparation phase [4]. Using specific MR protocols, the MRI images can be “transformed” to “synthetic” CT images for dose calculation and patient positioning.

**Target volumes and organs at risk**

Target delineation is an important, as well as a delicate task. It is dependent on a number of different aspects; tumour size and localisation, the RT description in the protocol, other treatments that might affect radiotherapy, the patients’ general health and the knowledge and experience of the individual radiation oncologist [5]. Information on macroscopic and microscopic tumour extension has to be translated from surgical notes, from different diagnostic imaging methods and pathology reports into a three-dimensional (3D) volume in the treatment planning CT dataset. To facilitate the process of target delineation the treatment planning CT is often fused with a diagnostic CT examination, an MRI examination and/or a positron emission tomography (PET) examination.

The International Commission on Radiation Units and Measurements (ICRU) has published a number of reports with the aim to unify the radiotherapy world. In report 50 from 1993 [6], the concept of target volumes in different levels is described (figure 1.4). This has had a great impact in radiotherapy globally.

![Image adapted from ICRU 50 on target volumes to be delineated.](image-url)
GTV – the gross tumour volume is defined as the visible/demonstrable tumour. The CTV – the clinical target volume contains the GTV and/or volumes with suspected malignant subclinical disease. The PTV – the planning target volume is a geometrical concept. It surrounds the CTV with an additional margin compensating for movements and patient set-up uncertainties. It should ensure that the prescribed dose is actually delivered to the CTV and it is the volume used for treatment planning purposes and reporting.

Normal tissue structures, especially organs at risk (OAR), in close vicinity to the PTV will also impact the treatment planning and the resulting dose distribution.

The ICRU 50 [6] defines OARs as “normal tissues whose radiation sensitivity may significantly influence treatment planning and/or prescribed dose”. The general goal in treatment planning is to keep the doses outside the target volume as low as possible and below specified OAR dose-volume constraints/objectives. When treating children this becomes even more important, due to the increased significance of long term ‘late’ side effects.

Radiation doses to both the delineated target volumes (as described above) and the OARs will have to be assessed in the final treatment plan. Apart from assessing single organs the irradiated normal tissue volume can be assessed by the volume encompassed by a specific isodose surface, e.g. the 95% dose surface (treated volume).

The size and location of the target volume(s) are crucial for the possibilities in sparing OARs. It will have an impact on how the beam arrangement/arcs can be made and thus the resulting dose distribution.

**Treatment planning**

The goal of treatment planning is to optimise the dose distribution with respect to both target volumes and normal tissues. Treatment planning has seen a tremendous evolution during recent years, from simple dose calculation to a point, to 2D treatment planning on manually created transversal plane(s) and onwards to CT-based 3D dose calculations [7]. This progress has been made possible with the evolution of computers and advanced dedicated software.

What we today call three dimensional conformal radiotherapy (3DCRT) comprises static beams, conformally shaped with multi-leaf collimators (MLC) to the PTV. This is still a common treatment technique. Schematic examples of 3DCRT solutions for the Wilms’ case in paper II are shown in figure 1.5.
The next step in the evolution of treatment planning and radiotherapy delivery was the introduction of intensity modulated radiotherapy (IMRT) together with inverse treatment planning techniques. Here static beams are used but each beam is created of a number of segments that together result in an intensity modulated beam. During treatment planning a set of dose volume constraints/objectives are defined for the PTV as well as for the OARs for the calculation of the dose distribution. These values can be interactively changed during treatment planning to reach a final dose distribution that fulfills the goals. The constraints/objectives are a part of the treatment prescription. Several beams work together to deliver the dose distribution wanted. More beams are usually used for IMRT compared to 3DCRT (5-9), leading to a larger spread of “low dose” in the body.
However, the dose distribution can be better tailored to both cover the target and spare the OARs compared to 3DCRT. This is true also for TomoTherapy® (Accuray Inc®.) and volumetric modulated arc therapy (VMAT) (figure 1.6). While TomoTherapy uses dedicated equipment for rotational treatment, VMAT uses a modern standard C-arm accelerator. The principle is however the same. The radiation delivery is dynamic, with the accelerator (the beam) moving around the patient in an arc with the MLC leafs moving simultaneously. For TomoTherapy the patient table top is moving as well, which makes this treatment modality especially attractive for elongated target volumes.

Rotational RT techniques are currently also used for children. However, due to the increased low dose volume (figure 1.6 and 1.7), it is still applied with some restrictiveness due to the potential increased risk of inducing secondary cancer to these future long time survivors [8, 9].
Cancer treatment with protons started in the late 50’s [10]. The gain with protons compared to photons is primarily due to their physical properties. Protons have a finite range in tissue specific to its energy (figure 1.8).

Compared to photons, the protons deliver their energy primarily in the so called Bragg peak, just before they stop in the tissue. This means that normal tissue behind the target volume in the beam direction will receive almost no dose at all. However, the proton dose distributions have usually a wider penumbra than photons, leading to situations where, in a comparison, treatment plans will be more advantageous for photons. The physical properties of protons also make them more sensitive to motion, such as target and/or organ motion as well as daily variations in set-up. Figure 1.9 shows a practical example of the difference between photons and protons. The protons have a relative biological effectiveness (RBE) of 1.1 compared to 1.0 for high energy photons and this is used clinically. It is known, however, that the RBE varies, especially in the Bragg peak [11].
Technical achievements have made it possible to plan and treat in the same fashion as done with photons. The national proton facility Skandionkliniken offers all of these new possibilities with protons, and many of the paediatric patients will be able to receive their radiotherapy there. The absorbed dose to normal tissue can often be reduced more with protons compared to photons. The risk for secondary malignancies can be decreased compared to photons and especially with the spot scanning technique used at Skandionkliniken, since the production of neutrons are lower with this technique compared to the more common passive scattering technique [12, 13].

Protocols

Most of the paediatric cancer patients in Sweden are treated according to specific national or international study/treatment protocols.

The protocols stipulate the timing of different events – when chemotherapy shall be given, which drugs and dosage are used, when surgery shall be performed and/or if/when radiotherapy shall be given.

The radiotherapy part in study/treatment protocols is often sparsely described, especially in protocols with combined treatment regimens. However, it is important to assure unity in the way e.g. target volumes are delineated, since ambiguities leave room for local variations which might jeopardize the outcome. For radiotherapy, it is also important that radiation doses both to target volumes as well as dose-volume constraints/objectives to OARs are clearly specified.
Well defined protocols facilitate target delineation, the optimisation process and the evaluation of the treatment plan and can shorten the radiotherapy process as well as improving overall outcome and safety.

**Radiotherapy collaboration in Sweden**

The Swedish Workgroup for Paediatric Radiotherapy (SvBRG) was established in 2000. It was formed by the radiation oncologists and physicists working especially with paediatric radiotherapy. The group’s main task is to obtain and distribute knowledge in paediatric radiotherapy. The members of the group are also radiotherapy representatives in other Swedish paediatric oncology groups, as well as in international paediatric societies.

The group initiated a research project in 2005 to explore the use of telemedicine tools in paediatric radiotherapy.
2. Aims

The main objective of the work presented in this doctoral thesis was to identify topics which might improve and optimise paediatric radiotherapy from a treatment planning perspective in a national setting, and specifically to:

- Develop a system of national videoconferences for discussion of new paediatric radiotherapy cases, collaboration in new settings and maintaining/raising the competence level in paediatric radiotherapy. This is described in detail in paper I and summarised in chapter 3.

- Assess inter-observer variations in target delineation and its impact on dose to normal tissues. Two studies, separated in time, were performed with four and two cases, respectively. The studies are described in papers II and III and are summarised in chapter 4.
  - Evaluate and quantify the volumetric variation in target delineation.
  - Evaluate the use of a calculated consensus volume to visualise and quantify the dosimetric impact of inter-observer variations in target delineation.

- Assess the potential gain for a paediatric cohort when changing the treatment modality from photons to protons. This study is described in paper IV and summarised in chapter 5.
3. National videoconferences

Telemedicine can be defined as “the use of telecommunication and information technologies to provide health care services to individuals who are at a distance from the health care provider” [14]. The research project to connect the six university centres treating children started in 2005. At that time similar systems for radiotherapy collaboration had already been introduced in different parts of the world [15-22]. The use of telemedicine has since expanded, and is used today in various fields of oncology and radiotherapy; e.g. palliative care, remote treatment planning, oncology training and follow-up [23-25].

SvBRG uses the tools of telemedicine combined with videoconferencing to discuss and review all paediatric patients referred to radiotherapy in Sweden. The telemedicine project described in paper I has evolved to be a part of the current clinical routine in each of the six Swedish university hospitals treating paediatric patients (figure 3.1). In late 2010 Århus, Denmark, also joined.

The initiative for videoconferences came from the members of SvBRG. The previous biannual physical meetings were considered not sufficient to cover all items on the agenda. The aim of the research project presented in paper I was to maintain and/or raise the competence level within the group of specialists as well as to distribute this competence more widely in the participating centres as they see more cases and to act as discussion partners and support in difficult clinical decisions.

Figure 3.1. Paediatric telemedicine conferences. To the left an early picture with a mix of video conference systems and personal videoconference systems. To the right a conference in Dec 2016 with modern video conference systems.
Conferences are presently scheduled bi-weekly for approximately 30-45 minutes. On average 20 conferences are held each year, including a summer break. Since the start in November 2005 until December 2016, 718 children have been seen at 211 conferences. On average five hospitals (of seven possible) have participated in each conference (figure 3.2).

At these conferences final treatment plans are reviewed and discussed, and also diagnostic imaging for pre-treatment discussions. Paediatric oncologists take an active part when reviewing especially complicated cases. An Australian paediatric group has also shown interest in the arrangement and participated with the aim of eventually copying it. Lectures have been given this way, and the group has regular meetings using the same system. Other groups have followed; the national lymphoma group meets bi-weekly to discuss patients with Hodgkin’s disease and routine monthly national meetings for gyno-oncology has just started as well as for gastro-intestinal oncology. Many local multi-disciplinary tumour boards now use the same platform for their frequent meetings as well as the national proton treatment rounds.

Figure 3.2. The number of conferences and presented cases over the years since the start in 2005.
4. Inter-observer studies or dummy runs

Inter-observer studies or dummy runs are a tool to assure and assess the quality in the radiotherapy process. It can be applied to the whole process or as in this case only to specific parts. How well does a group of individuals comply with the specifications in a protocol? Is the protocol unambiguous or are there parts which can be misunderstood? Here we have looked at the interpretation of study protocols specifically regarding target delineation and treatment planning.

A “patient package” is distributed to the participants in the study. Each patient package includes anonymised diagnostic imaging, patient charts, treatment planning CT and other patient related information needed for the task. The package for each patient also includes the treatment protocol intended to be applied. Each participant delineates and plan according to the protocol and the result is then collected and analysed.

Target delineation comparisons can be done in several ways. The literature presents a variety of different indices for this purpose. A clear consensus regarding which indices to use has not yet been reached. Fotina et al. [26] published a review where they explored a large number of published inter-observer studies. They divided the studies into three categories. The first category is based on descriptive statistics; volume size, standard deviation, range, ratio, and COV (coefficient of variation), the dispersion of the distribution in one single number. The second category deals with approaches to quantify overlapping volumes. The use of a “golden standard” delineation is often applied. All observer segmentations are compared to this volume in terms of various similarity coefficients/indices, e.g. the Dice similarity coefficient [27] or the Jaccard similarity index [28]. These are useful when comparing single structure pairs (the golden standard vs. single-observer delineation). A perfect match in size and position will result in an index numerically equal to 1. An overlap measure that is appropriate when comparing several observers simultaneously is the generalized conformity index [29]. The centre of mass (COM) [30] is sometimes calculated to evaluate the displacement of volumes in space. In the third category statistical measures are applied for structure comparisons.
When comparing treatment plans (dose distributions) a number of dose-volume descriptors are analysed and compared for both target volumes and relevant organs at risk (OAR) [31, 32].

In papers II and III dummy runs were specifically performed in order to evaluate inter-observer target delineations. We used the generalized CI (CI_{gen}) [29] as well as measures of volumes and dose distributions. The definition of this index is:

\[
CI_{gen} = \frac{\sum_{pairs \, i,j} (A_i \cap B_j)}{\sum_{pairs \, i,j} (A_i \cup B_j)}
\]

where the numerator is the sum of all pairs \((i,j)\) of volume intersections and the denominator is the sum of all pairs of volume unions. \(CI_{gen} = 1\) indicates a total overlap, while \(CI_{gen} = 0\) indicates totally separated volumes.

The use of a “golden standard” target delineation is common. This volume can be derived in different ways, e.g. a selected expert delineation or a volume decided in agreement by a group of experts. Another method is to use a mathematical algorithm to calculate the consensus volume from all delineated volumes. A probabilistic estimate of true volume is the expectation-maximization (EM) algorithm for simultaneous truth and performance level estimation (STAPLE) [33]. This method was used in paper III together with evaluation of dose volume histograms (DVH) for estimating the quality of inter-observer target delineations. Kappa-statistics (\(K\)) for strength of agreement was calculated as well.

We used the following dose-volume descriptors for treatment plan quality evaluations; \(V_{95\%}\), \(D_{98\%}\) (near-minimum dose), \(D_{50\%}\) (median dose) and \(D_{2\%}\) (near-maximum dose) for PTVs. In addition, the homogeneity index \([HI = (D_{2\%}-D_{98\%})/D_{50\%}]\) for PTV, treated volume \(V_{95\%}\) for the body) and irradiated volume \(V_{50\%}\) for the body) were calculated for each treatment plan. The mean dose to the remaining volume at risk (RVR), i.e. the total body volume minus CTV(s) and OARs was also calculated [31, 32].

**Target volumes**

In paper II the first study of inter-observer variability is described. Four cases had been selected for this purpose: Wilms’ tumour (case 1, figure 4.1), Hodgkin’s disease (case 2, figure 4.2), rhabdomyosarcoma (case 3, figure 4.3) and chordoma (case 4, figure 4.4).
Figure 4.1. Case 1; patient with Wilms' tumour with observer delineations of CTV (left) and PTV (right). The major difference is in including the vertebrae body or not.

Figure 4.2. Case 2; patient with Hodgkin's disease with observer delineations of CTV (left) and PTV (right). Large variations are observed in target length and width of the mediastinal target as well as for the abdominal target.

Figure 4.3. Case 3, patient with rhabdomyosarcoma with observer delineations of CTV (left) and PTV (right). Note the difference in the cranial extension. One centre included the iliac lymph nodes for part of the treatment.
Large variations in the delineated target volumes (figure 4.7) were identified in this inter-observer study (paper II). The CI\textsubscript{gen} for CTV for the four cases were 0.32 (case 1; Wilms’), 0.43 (case 2; Hodgkin’s mediastinal), 0.42 (case 3; rhabdomyosarcoma) and 0.47 (case 4; chordoma). The quotients of the largest to the smallest CTV volumes were 5.2, 2.1, 5.8 and 3.5 for cases 1, 2, 3 and 4, respectively.
In the second delineation study (paper III) two cases were selected; one patient with Hodgkin’s disease (case 5, figure 4.5) and one patient with rhabdomyosarcoma of the parotid gland (figure 4.6).

Based on $CI_{gen}$ and quotients of the largest to smallest target volume, the second inter-observer study (paper III) indicated less inter-observer variation compared to the first study (figure 4.8). Any stringent comparison between the two studies cannot be performed due to the differences in diagnoses/target extensions studied. The CTV $CI_{gen}$ for the two cases were 0.48 (case 5; Hodgkin’s) and 0.62 (case 6; rhabdomyosarcoma). The quotients of the largest to smallest CTV were 2.3 and 1.8, respectively.
In paper III the concept of an algorithm based consensus volume was applied. This volume is calculated from the observers’ delineations using an expectation-maximization (EM) algorithm for simultaneous truth and performance level estimation (STAPLE) [33]. Kappa-statistics ($K$) for the segmentation by the participants was also determined. $K$ for the CTVs was 0.60 and 0.76 for case 5 (Hodgkin’s) and case 6 (rhabdomyosarcoma), respectively. For the PTV the corresponding values were 0.63 and 0.78, respectively. A moderate kappa-value is considered to be between 0.41-0.60 and a good kappa-value from 0.61-0.8. For a perfect match the value should be 1 (according to Landis and Koch) [34]. The “strength of agreement” was good to moderate for these two cases.

### Dosimetric evaluation – dose-volume descriptors

In papers II and III, the dose volume descriptors $V_{95\%}$, $D_{95\%}$ (near-minimum dose), $D_{50\%}$ (median dose), $D_{2\%}$ (near maximum dose) and the homogeneity index (HI) as recommended by the ICRU [32] were investigated.

In paper II one treatment plan was VMAT (for the chordoma case) while all others were 3DCRT. In paper III all plans were VMAT plans, and for the rhabdomyosarcoma case three additional plans with protons were included. In paper IV all photon plans were 3DCRT while all proton plans created were intensity modulated (IMPT).
In both delineation studies PTV-V95\% were generally kept within clinically acceptable dose values. The lowest coverage (65\% of the prescribed dose) was for the chordoma case, where one of the plans was created to keep the spinal cord at tolerance level, thereby accepting a lower dose to the PTV closest to the spine. All other treatment plans in both delineation studies present PTV-V95\% levels between 76\% and 100\% of the prescribed dose. The near-minimum dose (D98\%) is also the lowest for the chordoma case, otherwise it is never below 90\% and the near-maximum dose (D2\%) is never above 108\%. The HI varies between 0.06-0.19. A truly homogenous plan would have a HI of 0. The chordoma plan is again an outlier with a HI of 0.64.

**Dosimetric evaluation – dose-volume visualisation**

In paper III a novel method was presented where DVHs (with the volume in absolute units) were used together with a consensus volume for exploring inter-observer target delineation variations in dosimetric terms in addition to conventional geometrically based volume concordance indices. Dose distributions for photon plans were used for exploring the concept introduced in paper III.

Companion proton plans were also generated in this study and the results when applying these rather than the photon plans are presented here. DVHs for the treatment plans applied to their corresponding PTV volumes are shown in figure 4.9. The DVH with volume in relative units (upper panel) can be used for plan quality evaluation. The DVH with the volume in absolute units (lower panel) adds visual information on the difference in target delineation which accomplishes the identification of segmentations leading to over and under dosage. The yellow dashed line indicates the consensus volume.
In figure 4.10 this variation is displayed in DVHs where the plan of each centre is applied to both its target (DVH$_{PTV,i}$) as well as to the consensus volume (DVH$_{con,j}$). The DVH$_{PTV,i}$ and DVH$_{con,j}$ in figure 4.10a indicates that the consensus volume is under-dosed while for b and c the consensus volume is well covered. It also shows that the volumes not only are of the same size but also congruent.
Figure 4.10. The individual DVHs for all target volumes (dashed lines) compared to the consensus volume (yellow).
To further explore the concept, a consensus volume was calculated for the Wilms’ case from paper II. Figure 4.11 presents the DVHs for target coverage (upper panel) as well as the variation in delineated volume in comparison with the consensus volume (lower panel).

![Dose volume histograms](image)

In figure 4.12 \(DVH_{PTV}\) and \(DVH_{con}\) for centre 1 it is obvious that volumes outside the consensus volume are over-dosed. This is also noted for centre 6. For centres 2, 3 and 5, the consensus volume is under-dosed to varying degrees.
Figure 4.12. Case 2 from paper II. The individual DVHs for all target volumes (dashed lines) compared to the consensus volume (yellow).
Organs at risk

All plans kept doses to the OARs below those stated in the protocols. In figure 4.13 the difference in irradiated volume is clearly visible.

Figure 4.13. Irradiated volume for the four cases from paper II. For cases 1-3 there is an obvious variation, for case 4 there is almost no variation.

Figure 4.14. Irradiated volume for the two cases from paper III.
For the two cases in paper III the variation is larger for the Hodgkin’s case than the rhabdomyosarcoma case (figure 4.14). The variation in target volume were larger for the Hodgkin’s case. All centres created VMAT plans. If this patient were a young woman instead of a young man, the centres would probably have chosen a 3DCRT technique to avoid the low dose volume from the VMAT technique to the mammary glands. For the rhabdomyosarcoma case there is less difference between the photon plan, as well as the protons plans.
5. Photons vs. protons

In paper IV plans for a number of paediatric and adolescent patients were compared for photons and protons. All paediatric patients receiving radiotherapy with photons during one year in Sweden were selected for re-planning with protons. Of 93 patients treated, proton plans could be created for 45 patients and compared to the photon radiotherapy that they already had received. The 45 patients were all treated with 3DCRT technique and were re-planned with intensity modulated proton therapy (IMPT) (figure 1.9) for comparison. The same dose-volume descriptors as described in chapter 4 were used for the comparison.

There were very small differences between the photon and proton plans regarding target coverage. The largest differences in target coverage were found in patients with superficial targets. The HI was similar or better for protons in all cases.

The irradiated volume was significantly lower, on average 38%, for protons than for photons (p<0.0001) (figure 5.1).

However, proton therapy will not be suitable for all paediatric patients. It depends on the target volumes size and localisation as discussed in paper IV. Comparing photon and proton plans will aid in the decision.
6. Discussion

National videoconferences

Telemedicine is a broad concept used in many different and varied situations, from the collaboration between two or more specialist nodes exchanging information to the interaction between the hospital and patients in their home. Originally it was simply a way of communicating between two nodes until it evolved to “tele-healthcare” and “e-health” involving all aspects in communication between the healthcare system and the patient. [35]. The telemedicine collaboration between the hospitals treating children with radiotherapy in Sweden (paper I) has become very successful. This is mainly due to the active interaction between the participants during the conferences, their willingness to share their experience and to discuss the more difficult cases. Paediatric oncologists are called upon when considered to be needed. In addition to patient related issues, such as target delineation and/or treatment plans, new protocols and how to interpret them are discussed. Since there is also a national collaboration within the group on long-term side-effects after radiotherapy, discussions around these matters are also frequent during the bi-weekly conferences. The national conferences for paediatric radiotherapy have also served as a framework and layout for the development of other national oncology videoconferences, e.g. for the collaboration between the university clinics and the proton facility (Skandionkliniken) in Sweden. This national facility is built on “distributed competence” and relies on the technological progress made in telemedicine applications. For Skandionkliniken all patient preparations; CT, fixation, target delineation and treatment planning are performed at the “home centre” (one of seven university hospitals) [36]. Patients and their treatment plans are then discussed at national teleconferences in the same fashion as the paediatric radiotherapy conferences. In other parts of the world this technology is used in similar ways; to aid and to perform quality assurance in international studies [19] or consult and/or perform treatment planning tasks remotely [37].
Inter-observer studies or dummy runs

As seen in the studies described in papers II and III it is difficult even for a small group as the SvBRG to be completely homogeneous in target delineation. Delineating a volume that is too small might end up in a local recurrence while too large a volume might instead increase the side-effects of the treatment.

Delineation protocols exist locally, nationally and internationally for different diagnoses. A number of delineation atlases also exist to aid the clinicians in this task [38]. Inter-observer studies are useful tools when testing a new delineation concept [39] for example, as might be the case when a new study protocol is brought into use or in an attempt to unify target delineation in a collaboration between centres [40] or to unify treatment planning within a group.

The first delineation study (paper II) showed large differences in target delineation, both in size, but also in geometrical concordance. In the second delineation study (paper III) this variation seemed to be smaller. There might be several reasons for the difference in delineation. In both studies diagnostic imaging were included in the distributed “patient package”. However, it would be up to each centre to actually import also this material into the TPS and register the diagnostic images with the treatment planning CT to enhance target delineation. In a recent review, Vinod et al. [41] identified a number of scientific papers on the subject of inter-observer variability (IOV) and target delineation. Their conclusion was that IOV could be reduced and they recommended several actions for this; the use of guidelines and atlases, the possibility to co-register PET and/or MR with treatment planning CT and to attend delineation workshops.

In 2012 Fairchild et al. published a paper describing which information should be included in a study protocol in general [42]. The scientific council on ionizing radiation within oncology created by The Swedish Radiation Safety Authority (SSM) published a report with a focus on the radiotherapy part of a study protocol [43] as well as a template for the radiotherapy description [44]. These papers will hopefully lay the framework for improved study protocols in the future.

A consensus volume for target delineation inter-comparisons was used in paper III. This could actually be any volume that could be considered the “truth” or “expert delineation”. The consensus volume was used to visualize the variation in target delineation by use of the dose distribution for each target volume. A DVH is an “easy-to-interpret” way of presenting the results of a target delineation study and its dosimetric impact compared to just using a concordance index.

As the target volumes vary in size and localization, this will affect the treatment planning. As seen in paper II there were a variety of treatment solutions to solve the same problem. This is in part dependent on the target volume, but also on the OARs
close to the target. From the study described in paper III it became apparent that we do not have commonly agreed upon dose-volume constraints for children. They are not very detailed in the study protocols, or in compliance with the more advanced treatment techniques of today. This variation is illustrated by the DVH for the heart for the Hodgkin’s case from paper III (figure 6.1). With common dose-volume constraints the variation would probably have been smaller. This could be of importance in studies were it is of interest to evaluate dose to OARs and draw conclusions from it.

![Figure 6.1. DVH for the heart for case I, paper III.](image)

**Photons vs. protons**

In our studies we have seen a shift from 3DCRT (paper II), to rotational treatments (paper III) and protons (paper IV). However, the decision on treating with 3DCRT or VMAT has to be made on an individual case basis where dose-sparing of specific OARs have to be balanced against the risk of inducing a second cancer later in life. The results of the study comparing photons to protons confirm other studies on the same subject [45-48]. These have been performed on small and selected patient groups while our study includes all patients seen during a year with a variety of diagnoses. Proton treatment will be greatly advantageous for most children, but not all. This is highly dependent on the target volume, i.e. size and localization. In many cases this will have to be decided on an individual basis comparing treatment plans created for both modalities. The gain for the patients is the lower dose outside the
target volume, which in most cases can be reduced substantially, and thereby reducing side-effects [49].

Side effects

There is an increased risk in childhood cancer survivors for different types of long term treatment induced side effects. These are not only related to the radiotherapy but also to the chemotherapy and surgery that have been part of the total treatment. The long-term side-effects of the combination of radiotherapy and chemotherapy are not yet fully understood. The children have an increased risk of complications associated with almost any organ system compared to the normal population. A majority of the children/adolescents will have at least one chronic health condition at 40 years of age related to the cancer treatment they received early in life [50]. There is also an increased risk of developing secondary cancers due to previous treatments [8].

It is therefore important to monitor the children after their cancer treatment and register the side effects to the knowledge base needed to further improve paediatric treatments. In Sweden all patients under 18 years of age are registered in the Radtox database. Germany started registration [51] in 2004 (pilot from 2001), Sweden followed in 2008 and recently both Norway and Denmark joined. Radiotherapy data is registered, and side-effects are monitored for at least ten years. In 2016 the first paper on acute side effects from the collaboration was published [52].

Today radiotherapy data for 745 patients have been entered into the Radtox database. There are follow-up data for acute toxicity for just over 500 patients and late effect data for 400 patients.

Although late effects data are not available for all patients entered in the Radtox database, a survey made in 2014 showed that most side-effects diminish over time. However, it is an area that needs more attention, and several initiatives are ongoing, nationally and internationally. In 2015 the “Pediatric Normal Tissue Effects in the Clinic” (PENTEC) group, consisting of physicians, physicists and epidemiologists, was formed. Their specific aims are to improve outcome for survivors of radiation therapy for childhood cancers, to describe relevant physics issues specific to paediatric radiotherapy, and to propose dose-volume-outcome reporting standards to systematically inform future treatment guidelines [53].

International collaboration groups such as the American Childhood Cancer Survivor Study [54], British Childhood Cancer Survivor Study [55] and the Pan-European Network for Care of Survivors after Childhood and Adolescent Cancer [56, 57] are active in addressing questions on late-effects and quality of life, and frequently
publish data based on their databases. These databases contain mostly patient-reported quality of life data.

The Swedish workgroup for long time follow-up after paediatric cancer (SALUB) is a working group within the Swedish Paediatric Oncology and Haematology group. They have produced a national protocol for long-term follow-up which is available from the websites of both the Swedish Paediatric Oncology and Haematology group and the regional cancer centres [58]. The aim of their work is to aid the survivors in awareness of possible side-effects. It is also a guide for the general practitioner (or specialist) in what might be needed when it comes to follow-up procedures.

Conclusions and future work

The aim of all cancer treatment is to cure with a minimal level of side effects. This is the main reason behind the studies in this thesis.

Collaboration will aid in unifying the treatment in the country and telemedicine has improved paediatric radiotherapy at a national level.

Inter-observer studies can aid in many ways in the clinic, as well as finding those areas still in need of improvement. The SvBRG has decided to make an increased use of “dummy-runs” for target delineation in order to reach consensus on how to delineate according to and interpreting a new study/treatment protocol as well as workshops on the delineation of specific organs at risk.

Protons will play an increasingly important role in the radiation treatment of children in Sweden. Comparing different treatment modalities as well as comparing photons to protons will also aid the improvement of treatment.

The SvBRG has also decided to finalise and implement a national dose-volume constraints list for paediatric/adolescent patients.

Bakgrund


Utlinjering av målvolymer är en viktig del av förberedelserna inför strålbehandlingen. Hur den slutgiltiga målvolymen ser ut beror bl.a. på tumörens storlek och utbredning, utformningen av behandlingsprotokollet, patientens andra behandlingar, det allmänna hälsotillståndet och kunskapen/erfarenheten hos den som ansvarar för uppgiften. All information om tumören och dess utbredning ska översättas från utlåtanden från andra undersökningar till en tre-dimensionell målvolum i CT-undersökningen. Den normala vävnad (strukturer/organ) som kan påverka dosplaneringen kallas riskorgan och även denna utlinjeras i CT-
undersökningen. Detta underlag utgör grund för dosplaneringen (beräkningen) av patientens strålbehandling.


Svenska Barnradioterapigruppen (SvBRG) samarbetar sedan år 2000 i frågor som rör strålbehandling av barn. Gruppen bildades för att öka och sprida kunskap kring strålbehandling av barn.


**Nationella videokonferenser**

2005 initierade SvBRG ett forskningsprojekt för att ofta kunna ”ses” och diskutera strålbehandlingen av enskilda fall (granska strålmål och dosplaner), lära av varandra och på så sätt sprida och upprätthålla kompetensen inom ett område med få patientfall per år (beskrivet i studie I).


Arbetssättet har inspirerat till att starta fler grupper; till exempel nationella hodgkin-gruppen, gyn-onkologigruppen liksom gastro-intestinal gruppen. Ett flertal multidisciplinära tumörordon använder sig av samma plattform för sina möten. Barnronderna har även fungerat som ”testbädd” för de nationella protonronderna, som startades i samband med att det nationella protoncentrat Skandionkliniken i Uppsala togs i bruk.
"Inter-observer variation – dummy runs"

Att använda sig av s.k. ”dummy-runs” för att studera hur enhetligt målvolymer utlinjeras eller hur olika sjukhus löser ett dosplanproblem är vanligt. Man kan också använda sig också av dummy-runs för att testa nya studie/behandlingsprotokoll, i syfte att ta reda på hur väl protokollet beskriver hur målvolymer ska utlinjeras.

Vi har gjort två studier där vi studerat hur målvolymer utlinjeras. I den första studien (beskriven i studie II) undersöcktes fyra fall. I den andra (beskriven i studie III) undersöcktes två fall. Deltagarna fick alla samma underlag – dosplanerings-CT, andra diagnostiska undersökningar, patientjournal innehållande all information om patienten och hens sjukdom samt studie/behandlingsprotokoll i de fall det var aktuellt. All patientdata var anonym. Deltagarna utlinjerade målvolymer, ordinerade stråldos och skapade dosplaner.

Data analyserades och jämfördes. Vid jämförelsen av målvolymerna beräknas dels volymerna, dels ett index för de inbördes skillnaderna. För jämförelse av dosfördelningen studerades olika dos-volym-variabler.


Fotoner jämfört med protoner

Protoner har fysikaliska fördelar som gör att det kan vara mer attraktivt att behandla barn/ungdomar med protoner än med fotoner. Man kan i större grad undvika bestrålning av normalvävnad med protoner. I studie IV utgick vi från de barn/ungdomar som fått strålehandling under ett år (totalt 93 fall). Av dem omplanerades 45 fall. De planerades om med den moderna teknik som idag finns för protonplanering och behandling. Resultatet av denna studie visar att majoriteten
av denna grupp gagnas av protonbehandling. Protonernas fysikaliska egenskaper kan dock ibland också bli en nackdel, t.ex. i fall av yttre eller inre rörelser inom strålmalet. Om det finns en vinst, liksom hur stor denna vinst är, avgörs till stor del av tumörens läge och storlek. Att jämföra dosplaner med fotoner och protoner är därför också viktigt för valet av slutlig strålbehandlingsmodalitet.

**Biverkningar**

Det finns en ökad risk för långtidsöverlevare att få någon form av behandlingsrelaterad biverkan senare i livet. De är inte enbart relaterade till strålbehandlingen utan även till kirurgen och cellgiftsbehandlingen.


**Slutsatser**

Målet för all cancerbehandling är att bota med så få biverkningar som möjligt.

Samarbete kan leda till att vi ”gör mer lika”. Videokonferenser har förbättrat barnradioterapien i landet genom att experterna ser fler barn, kan diskutera sina erfarenheter och ta råd av varandra. Det har gått från att vara ett forskningsprojekt till att vara en del av den kliniska vardagen.

Dummy-runs är användbara för att skapa enighet – tolkning av behandlingsprotokoll blir mer lika, vilket kan leda till bättre studieresultat. Fler dummy-runs är önskvärt liksom ”workshops” för att gemensamt utlinjera både målvolymer och riskorgan samt diskutera resultatet.

Protoner kommer att användas i allt större utsträckning för barn/ungdomar i Sverige. Jämförande planer är ett viktigt verktyg för att individanpassa vård och behandling.
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